SALES TALK

Top Ten Reasons to Offer GO’s T3170x SP System

We manufacture our own color separation ink in an automated factory in the midst of the Silicon Valley. We have
been manufacturing this type of ink for the last twenty years and are the leading provider of color separation ink.
Our ScreenMateTM ink offers up to a dMax of 5.0 and UV light absorption of 99.9% at price up to 50% less than our
competition. The quality and feature set of our ink is unrivaled in the screen print world.
We offer the highest quality imaging of any 24-inch turnkey solution. The GO turnkey solution offers professional film
positives for screen printers utilizing our ScreenMateTM Ink/Film, the GO T3170x SP and the CADLink® FilmMaker RIP.
The GO T3170x SP is robust and meant for years of technical imaging. Not only does the GO T3170x SP include the latest MicroTFP printhead but being able to drive this printer in its highest resolution means a user will have professional
results every time.
CADLink’s FIlmMaker version for the GO T3170x SP includes high-end screen print controls and the ability to image at
a much higher line screen. CADLink’s RIP drives the printer in native mode, not as a Windows driver, which means we
have far more control over dot shapes, black density and line screen. Our competition is limited to only 65 LPI, whereas
we offer much higher—industrial—LPI.
The CADLink® RIP includes InRIP color separations. Why use a third-party application or pay hundreds more for a
product which does not offer true screen capabilities?
Our ScreenMateTM Film has a microporous coating and is water resistant. GO’s ScreenMateTM film has been offered by
GO for over a decade with outstanding results and consistency for screen printers.
The main competitor to our system has a limited RIP, no InRIP color separation and the ink is a standard pigment
ink. Our system offers far more capabilities at a lower price with better margins for you.
The ScreenMateTM family of products will be expanded to include other sized printers, including a new 13”x 19” turnkey system. Not only will you have a full range of screen products, but will also have an opportunity for new products
in other market applications.
Our margin structure provides you with ongoing revenue opportunities on consumables. Even though you make
better margin with our product, your customers also benefit with a much better system, much better ink and much
better pricing
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